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Abstract
Rowhammer is a vulnerability in modern DRAM where re-
peated accesses to one row (the aggressor) give off electrical
disturbance whose cumulative effect flips the bits in an adja-
cent row (the victim). Consequently, Rowhammer defenses
presuppose the adjacency of aggressor-victim pairs, including
those in LPDDR4 and DDR4, most notably TRR.

In this paper, we present Half-Double1, an escalation of
Rowhammer to rows beyond immediate neighbors. Using
Half-Double, we induce errors in a victim by combining many
accesses to a distance-2 row with just a few to a distance-1
row. Our experiments show that the cumulative effect of these
leads to a sufficient electrical disturbance in the victim row,
inducing bit flips. We demonstrate the practical relevance of
Half-Double in a proof-of-concept attack on a fully up-to-date
system. We use side channels, a new technique called Blind-
Hammering, a new spraying technique, and a Spectre attack in
our end-to-end Half-Double Attack. On recent Chromebooks
with ECC- and TRR-protected LPDDR4x memory, the attack
takes less than 45 minutes on average.

1 Introduction

Rowhammer is a widespread DRAM issue caused by the
unintended coupling between its constituent rows [31]. By
repeatedly accessing one row (i.e., aggressor), an attacker can
corrupt data in adjacent rows (i.e., victims) by accelerating
their charge leakage. As a powerful means of bypassing hard-
ware and software memory protection, Rowhammer has been
used as the basis for many different attacks (Section 2.3).

Previously, Rowhammer was understood to operate at a
distance of one row: an aggressor would only flip bits in
its two immediate neighbors, one on each side. This makes
intuitive sense: as a coupling phenomenon [54], the Row-
hammer effect should be the strongest at closest proximity.
Indeed, this assumption underpins many countermeasures

∗Work done while affiliated with Graz University of Technology.
1Named after a crochet stitch taller than a single but shorter than a double.

(Section 2.3) that have been proposed against Rowhammer,
especially the ones that rely on detecting aggressors and re-
freshing the charge in their intended victims (e.g., [31,35,40]).
In fact, Target Row Refresh (TRR), a productionized counter-
measure widely deployed as part of LPDDR4/DDR4 chips,
falls into this detect-and-refresh category [15].

In this paper, we present Half-Double, a new escalation
of Rowhammer where we show its effect to extend beyond
just the immediate neighbors. Using Half-Double, we are
able to flip bits in the victim by combining many accesses
to a far aggressor (at distance two) with just a few to a near
aggressor (at distance one). Both aggressors are necessary:
accessing just the former does not flip bits in a row that’s two
away, whereas accessing just the latter devolves into a classic
attack that’s easily mitigated. Based on our experiments, the
near aggressor appears to act as a bridge, transporting the
Rowhammer effect of the far aggressor onto the victim. Con-
cerningly, TRR facilitates Half-Double through its mitigative
refreshes, turning their recipient row into the near aggressor
that co-conspires with the far one that necessitated the refresh
in the first place. In effect, the cure becomes the disease.

While the discovery and evaluation of Half-Double is the
main contribution of this work, we also demonstrate its practi-
cal relevance in a proof-of-concept exploit. However, current
systems limit the attacker’s control, introducing 4 challenges:
First (C1), the adversary needs to allocate memory contigu-
ous in a DRAM bank. However, without access to physical
addresses [48] and huge pages [13, 19], we have to introduce
a novel approach combining buddy allocator information
with a DRAM timing side channel to reliably detect con-
tiguous memory. Second (C2), ECC-protected memory can
make bit flips unobservable depending on the victim data
which the attacker does not control, the adversary cannot tem-
plate the memory like in previous Rowhammer attacks as
hammering requires knowledge of the cell data. As state-of-
the-art [8, 13, 15, 19, 45, 51] does not solve this problem, we
introduce a novel technique called Blind-Hammering to in-
duce bit flips despite the ECC mechanism of LPDDR4x. Third
(C3), reduced address space sizes on recent ARM-based sys-
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tems break the page table spraying mechanism from previous
attacks [19, 44, 48, 51]. Therefore, we develop a new spray-
ing technique that is still unmitigated. Finally (C4), without
templating, we need an oracle telling whether Rowhammer
induced an exploitable bit flip, without crashing the exploit.
For this, we introduce a novel approach using a Spectre-based
oracle for exploitable bit flips. We combine these techniques
into an end-to-end proof-of-concept, the Half-Double Attack2,
which escalates an unprivileged attacker to arbitrary system
memory read and write access, i.e., kernel privileges. The
Half-Double Attack runs within 45 minutes on a fully up-
dated Chromebook with TRR-protected LPDDR4x memory.

To summarize, we make the following contributions:
1. We discover a new Rowhammer effect: Half-Double, and

evaluate a set of devices and modules for susceptibility.
2. We perform a thorough root-cause analysis to empirically

prove that TRR is responsible for the Half-Double effect.
3. We analyze the stop-gap mitigations present in today’s

systems and show that with a new exploit using Half-Doub-
le, we can bypass them and build an end-to-end attack.

4. Our end-to-end Half-Double Attack runs on up-to-date
Chromebooks and combines the Half-Double effect with
exploit techniques, side channels, and a Spectre attack.
Outline. We provide background in Section 2 and intro-

duce a new Rowhammer pattern notation in Section 3. We
overview the the Half-Double effect in Section 4 and empiri-
cally verify that it is a new effect in Section 5. We develop the
end-to-end attack in Section 6. We discuss the related work
and implications in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.

Responsible Disclosure. Pre-existing contractual obliga-
tions between a subset of the authors and the memory vendors
mean we cannot provide details as to the effectiveness or
substance of efforts to remediate the flaws. We believe the
work should nonetheless be published as the impact of disclo-
sure is unlikely to impact consumer security substantially, as
the presence of Rowhammer-type vulnerabilities is a known
limitation in DRAM design prior to our publication [15, 31].
Therefore, we believe that publicly disclosing our new variant
will help rather than hinder the safe deployment of systems.

We responsibly disclosed Half-Double by notifying the
affected memory vendors, triggering a customary embargo.
The vulnerability was made public via a blog post after the
expiration of the embargo [43].

2 Background

In this section, we provide background on DRAM, the Row-
hammer effect, and the broadly deployed TRR mitigation.

2Our open-source proof-of-concept implementations can be found at:
https://github.com/iaik/halfdouble

2.1 DRAM Organization
The main memory system consists of multiple channels,
which are independent links between memory controller and
DRAM chips. Since DRAM chips have a narrow data bus,
several of them are grouped into a rank whose aggregated
data-bus width matches that of the channel. Multiple ranks
can time-share a channel. Chips in a rank run in lockstep, i.e.,
organizationally, like a single larger chip. Hence, we use the
terms “rank” and “chip” interchangeably. Each rank consists
of rows of capacitor-based DRAM cells. To access a row, the
voltage of its wordline must be raised, which connects its cells
to their respective bitlines. Referred to as activation, this pro-
cedure then involves what’s called the row-buffer – situated
at the other end of the bitlines – to sense the voltage perturba-
tions and to amplify them to either ‘0’ or ‘1’. This brings us
full circle as the cells are restored to their original state: fully
discharged or fully charged. As long as the same row remains
activated, subsequent accesses are served from the row-buffer.
Such row hits are faster than row conflicts which must activate
a different row. To increase the probability of a row hit, rows
within a rank are partitioned into banks with dedicated row
buffers. Capacitors and, thus, DRAM cells lose charge over
time. Thus, all rows must be refreshed at a regular interval
which is typically 32-64ms [27]. Refreshes are spread out
evenly over time, i.e., refreshing a small subset of rows with
each refresh command. We emphasize that refreshing a row
is exactly the same as activating it [38] (see Section 3).

2.2 DRAM Address Reverse Engineering
Various attacks require specific placement of data in DRAM,
motivating several works to reverse-engineer DRAM address-
ing functions. Pessl et al. [42] and later also Barenghi et al. [6]
used the row buffer timing side channel. Jung et al. [29]
reverse-engineered even the physical on-chip location via
heat-based hardware-fault attacks. Helm et al. [21] used per-
formance counters to measure row hits and misses. All of
these methods group addresses into sets of addresses that see
row conflicts or row hits with each other, i.e., they are in the
same bank. They then compute which combination of bits
indicates the set, which is often a linear XOR-combination
of bits. Helm et al. [21] showed that addressing functions
can vary between different address ranges or channels. While
older works found the row index to be just a subset of address
bits [19, 42, 48, 56], more recent works also found XOR com-
binations to be used for index bits as well [49]. As a response
to Rowhammer, physical addresses today are hidden from
user programs [32], rendering approaches that rely on them
unapplicable for attacks on up-to-date systems.

2.3 Rowhammer
At higher densities, chips are more likely to suffer from dis-
turbance errors caused by intra-chip crosstalk [39]. In 2014,
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Figure 1: Rowhammer access patterns: red rectangles ( )
represent hammered rows, i.e., the near aggressors N , while
blue rectangles ( ) represent the most likely row for bit flips,
i.e., the victim row V . Single-sided hammering accesses a set
of unrelated rows, which we call decoys D ( ).

Kim et al. [31] demonstrated row-to-row disturbance errors
in DRAM chips from memory accesses and called it row
hammer [23]. Recently, Walker et al. [54] provided a compre-
hensive analysis of the underlying physics of Rowhammer.

Existing Rowhammer access patterns (Figure 1) vary de-
pending on relative location of victim and aggressor(s). First,
in the single-sided pattern [48], an attacker alternates accesses
to two rows: an aggressor and what we call a decoy. Accesses
to the decoy (an arbitrary row in the same bank) are needed
to thrash the row-buffer to ensure that the aggressor is indeed
activated. There is also an “amplified” variant [19] where two
aggressors are placed next to each other. As the name suggests,
they sometimes work to reinforce each other, yielding more
bit flips in their respective victims than otherwise. Second,
in the double-sided pattern [48], the victim is sandwiched
between two aggressors. This is known to be the worst-case
access pattern that induces the most bit flips. There is also a
“many-sided” extension [15] that involves a larger number of
aggressors and victims with varying degrees of sandwiching.
Third, the one-location pattern [18] is similar to the single-
sided one except that it eschews the decoy. Instead, it waits for
the memory controller to clear the row-buffer before accessing
the aggressor again to ensure that it is activated.

The Rowhammer vulnerability has been demonstrated in
sandboxed environments [48], in native environments [7, 18,
48,49], in virtual machines [26,45,56], in JavaScript [8,13,19],
on mobile devices [14,51], and over the network [36,50]. Row-
hammer exploits often borrow traditional exploit techniques
such as memory spraying [19, 48, 56], grooming [51], and
page deduplication [8, 45] to place the target data structure
at the correct memory location. There are many proposals
to improve hammering, with special instructions [44], load
hazards [25], page table accesses [59], an onboard FPGA [55],
and memory pressure from quality-of-service techniques [1].

Many defenses have been proposed [18], focused on detect-
ing [10, 20, 22, 24, 35, 40, 41, 53, 58], neutralizing [8, 9, 19, 28,
45, 51], or eliminating [4, 9, 16, 30, 31] Rowhammer in soft-
ware or hardware. A defense that has already been integrated
into some DDR4 modules and the LPDDR4 standard [28] is
Target Row Refresh (TRR), which we discuss in Section 2.4.
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Figure 2: Row annotations for the rows inside a single bank
that surround the victim row.

2.4 Mitigative Refreshes (a.k.a. “TRR”)
Starting from the (LP)DDR4 generation, vendors have imple-
mented opaque and proprietary defenses inside their chips.
Frigo et al. [15] found that such measures appear to involve
two main components: (i) a sampler identifying potential ag-
gressors, and (ii) an inhibitor performing mitigative refreshes
on their potential victims. Furthermore, the sampler is limited
in its tracking capability and can be fooled when an attacker
interleaves activations to multiple rows.

In contrast, our Half-Double Attack capitalizes on the short-
comings of the inhibitor, which is hardwired to perform mit-
igative refreshes on just the immediate neighbors without
accounting for the longer-ranged effects of Rowhammer. In
fact, we show how mitigative refreshes actually facilitate
Half-Double Attack by turning their recipient row into a co-
conspirator – more specifically, it becomes the near aggressor
to the far one that necessitated the mitigative refresh.

In this paper, we use the terms “mitigative refresh” and
“TRR” (Target Row Refresh) interchangeably. Despite its
usage in previous works, the latter is a slight misnomer since
it refers to a previously proposed (but never adopted) DRAM
command that allows the CPU’s memory controller to send a
row-address alongside a refresh command [5].3

3 A Systematic Rowhammer Pattern Notation

In this section, we introduce a new systematic notation for
Rowhammer patterns, allowing us to categorize existing at-
tacks and describe the Half-Double Attack effect in Section 4.

Our notation describes Rowhammer patterns and their lo-
cality concerning the actual row location inside a bank.We
assume the row index represents the physical row position
inside a bank. For the notation, we assume that rows with con-
tiguous row indices are physically adjacent. Figure 2 denotes
the rows inside a bank as follows. The victim row (V) is the
target of the Rowhammer attack, and the bit flips inside this
row are used to measure the effectiveness of the pattern in the
experiments. The direct neighbors of the victim row are the
so-called near aggressor rows (N+, N−), which are directly
followed by the far aggressor rows (F+, F−). These three

3“Pseudo TRR” is emulating that behavior by sending a pair of activation
and precharge commands to refresh the desired row manually.
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types of rows are located in a contiguous range inside a bank.
We denote rows further away from this range as decoy rows
(D). The absolute row position of the upper far aggressor row
(F+) is denoted with RA−2, this allows us to address these
rows with an index. To characterize the Rowhammer patterns,
we use a special notation, e.g., (Ai → (B → C)β)∞, where i
is the current repetition of the selected pattern. Hence, the first
memory access goes to A0. Then, the pattern accesses the
rows B and C and repeats these two accesses β times. After β

accesses to B and C, we continue with the next iteration, i.e.,
row A1 is accessed next, and so on.

With this notation, we compare known Rowhammer pat-
terns based on their row locality. Double-sided Rowham-
mer [48] uses two near aggressors to hammer the victim
row, i.e., we can express the pattern as (N+→N−)∞. Single-
sided Rowhammer [48] effectively uses one near aggressor
to hammer the victim row and 7 decoy accesses, i.e., we can
express the pattern as (N+ → (Di)7)∞. However, the pur-
pose of these decoy rows is often to trigger a row conflict
on DIMMs that use an open row policy, as otherwise, the
accesses are served from the row buffer (cf. Section 2.1).
More recent Rowhammer type attacks like TRRespass [15]
and Smash [13], also use near aggressor and decoy rows.
However, in both cases, multiple victim rows are targeted in-
terleaved to exploit the limited TRR sampler size and deplete
the number of protected rows. This allows the attack to induce
flips in one of the victim rows hammered less often as the
TRR mitigation no longer protects them.

In summary, all existing Rowhammer patterns use near
aggressor rows to hammer, i.e., they are distance-1 patterns,
directly surrounding single or multiple victim rows. The TRR
mitigation is designed to mitigate these distance-1 type at-
tacks. TRR detects these repeated accesses to the near aggres-
sors with the sampler, and then the inhibitor refreshes the
victim row before a bit flip can occur (cf. Section 2.4). The de-
tailed implementation of TRR refreshes is vendor specific and
not publicly documented. We assume similar to Liu et al. [38],
that TRR refreshes are implemented by closing the currently
open row and then opening the victim row to load the row
into the row buffer and, therefore, refresh the content of the
victim. However, this raises the question of whether there are
practically exploitable distance-2 patterns.

4 The Half-Double Effect and Exploit

This section provides an overview of the Half-Double Attack,
its new hammering patterns, and challenges for the attack.

4.1 The Half-Double Effect

With Half-Double Attack, we present two new Rowhammer
patterns, the Quad pattern and the Weighted pattern (or more
verbosely, Weighted Single Plus Decoys (WS+D)).

The Quad pattern (Pattern 1) shifts the double-sided Row-
hammer pattern outwards by one row:

(F+ → F−)∞. (1)

However, as this only drains a small amount of charge from
the actual victim row, the Quad pattern incorporates the ef-
fects of TRR refreshes to hammer the victim row. The pattern
uses the far aggressors (F+, F−) to hammer. Hammering the
far aggressors is detected by the TRR sampler, and after a suf-
ficient number of row activations, the TRR inhibitor issues (in
an attempt to mitigate bit flips) a refresh command to the near
aggressors (N+, N−). The TRR refresh mechanism closes the
open row and activates the near aggressor rows successively
to refresh them. These additional activations from the TRR
refresh mechanism assist our hammering of the victim row
by draining further charge from the victim row (V).

The Weighted pattern (Pattern 2) distributes half the ham-
mers to the upper far aggressor (F+), and the others to the
rows below the victim row. Thus, we represent it as

(RA+4+3⋅i → F+ →RA+6+3⋅i → F+)∞. (2)

The intuition of this pattern is to shift a double-sided Rowham-
mer pattern over the rows below the victim, while distributing
half of the hammers to the far aggressor (F+). As the maxi-
mum number of rows inside a bank is limited, i is wrapped
around to zero if RA+6+3⋅i is outside the physical row range,
restarting the pattern below the victim. The first two repeti-
tions of the Weighted pattern produce the following sequence:
RA+4, F+, RA+6, F+, RA+7, F+, RA+9, F+. Similar to the
Quad pattern, the Weighted pattern hammers the far aggres-
sor (F+), but accesses decoys below the victim. The pattern
accesses the far aggressor triggering the mitigative refresh
mechanism (TRR) on the near aggressor (N+) assisting the
hammering by draining further charge from the victim (V).

We describe the effects of the Half-Double patterns with
the following hypothesis H under which the Half-Double
patterns induce flips into the victim row.

Hypothesis H: Hammering far aggressors (F+, F−) trig-
gers mitigative refreshes (TRR) on near aggressors (N+,
N−), implicitly assisting the hammering of the victim row
(V), by draining charge from it. However, the refreshes
of the near aggressors (N+, N−) cannot draw sufficient
charge from the victim row without the activations of the
far aggressors (F+, F−).

Compared with multi-sided Rowhammer [13,15], Half-Doub-
le patterns do not rely on depletion of TRR resources. Instead,
the patterns incorporate the TRR refresh mechanism such
that is assists the Rowhammer attack. Therefore, this pattern
is also applicable in a scenario where the TRR mechanism
works perfectly against distance-1 Rowhammer attacks. We
evaluate and discuss the differences between Half-Double and
state-of-the-art Rowhammer attacks in Sections 5.1.2 and 7.
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4.2 The Half-Double Exploit

Rowhammer exploits typically involve solving several chal-
lenges beyond the bit flip. For Half-Double on state-of-the-art
systems, we identified 4 challenges: C1 the allocation of con-
tiguous memory (without physical address information or
huge pages), C2 finding bit flips without templating (to by-
pass defenses against templating), C3 memory spraying with
constrained spraying resources, and C4 bit flip verification
(due to the uncertainty created by hammering blind). For Chal-
lenges 1 and 3 we can extend existing techniques. However,
for Challenge 2, ECC memory hinders bit flip templating as
the ECC code depends on the data in the corresponding cells
unknown to the attacker. A novel approach we call Blind-
Hammering circumvents this problem by not templating for
bit flips. However, this introduces uncertainty, creating Chal-
lenge 4, which we resolve by combining Blind-Hammering
with a Spectre attack. Hence, we put more focus on Challenge
2 and Challenge 4 as they require novel methods.
Challenge 1: Allocation of Contiguous Memory. The first
challenge is to obtain access to adjacent rows in a bank. Phys-
ical address information is unavailable today due to previ-
ous Rowhammer attacks [32]. Huge pages or page fusion
mechanisms are not available on all systems, making both
approaches unapplicable for our attack. Therefore, we first
design a novel contiguous memory detection, incorporating
knowledge of the general structure of xor-based DRAM ad-
dressing functions to obtain information on the underlying
physical addresses, even if the DRAM addressing functions
of the device are unknown. Combined with knowledge of the
behavior of the buddy allocator, we obtain information on the
underlying physical addresses. Second, due to the precise row
location requirements of the Half-Double patterns, we need to
reverse-engineer the row indexing function of the bank using
a timing side channel. Finally, we map a virtual address via
the contiguous memory to a bank and row.
Challenge 2: An Alternative to Memory Templating. Af-
ter controlling contiguous rows inside a bank, the next chal-
lenge is to find flippable locations inside the memory. Due to
variances in the DRAM cells, some cells are more likely to
flip than others [54]. The current state of the art is templating
the memory in advance for locations that are susceptible to
Rowhammer flips. However, some ECC memory hinder this
step as bit flips are only reproducible in an attack if the tem-
plating was performed on the exact data or data that behaves
identically for the ECC code. An attacker usually does not
have this information, hindering the memory templating ap-
proach. Thus, we propose a new approach without memory
templating, namely Blind-Hammering.
Challenge 3: Memory Massaging. This challenge focuses
on filling the memory with targets that are exploitable with
Blind-Hammering. The targets of our exploit are page table
entries. We target the physical page number inside these page
table entries. We use an approach where we map shared mem-

ory between multiple children of the parent process to fill the
memory with additional page tables without filling the main
memory with other non-exploitable data pages.
Challenge 4: Bit-Flip Verification. This challenge focuses
on determining the location of an induced bit flip. Due to
Blind-Hammering, we cannot directly check whether the ham-
mering was successful or not, as accessing a potential cor-
rupted page-table entry (PTE) is detected by the OS, terminat-
ing the exploit. We solve this problem with a novel Spectre
oracle [33] determining whether the address is safe to ac-
cess. We also develop an architectural alternative oracle and
evaluate the advantages and drawbacks of both approaches.

We solve the above challenges in Section 6 and gain com-
plete control over the system’s main memory, proving that the
Half-Double effect can be exploited on real-world systems.

5 Empirical Evaluation of Half-Double

To show that the hypothesis H holds and explains the Half-
Double effect, we make the following observations:
1. We show that the Half-Double effect exists, i.e., inducing

bit flips on current TRR-protected systems (Section 5.1).
2. We show that Half-Double does not occur without (TRR-

induced) refreshes on near aggressors and that there is a
relation between TRR refreshes and the number of bit flips
observed, i.e., (counter-intuitively) more TRR refreshes
lead to more bit flips in the victim row (Section 5.2).

To obtain noise-free observations, we use an FPGA board with
full control over all refreshes and memory accesses, where
we have no requirements on data retainment for stability (Sec-
tion 5.3). Since the focus of this section is to show the above
points and, thus, that the hypothesis H holds, we do not re-
strict ourselves to a specific threat model in this section.

5.1 Half-Double on TRR-protected LPDDR4x
In this subsection, we demonstrate Half-Double using the
Quad pattern on TRR-protected systems.4 We show that this
pattern can generate bit flips and record the number of ob-
served bit flips to measure the performance.

5.1.1 Test System and DRAM Addressing Functions

We use 10 commodity systems (see Table 9 for a full list).
We reverse-engineer the DRAM addressing functions using
the method by Pessl et al. [42] (cf. Section 2.2). Since their
approach only maps a physical address to a given bank but
does not recover the precise row index we need for the Quad
pattern, we use an additional timing side channel between
row hits and row conflicts within a bank [49] (cf. Section 2.2)
to obtain information on the row indices. We discover that
our two identical ARM-based Lenovo Chromebooks have the

4We analyze the Weighted pattern in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3.
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Figure 3: The reverse-engineered DRAM addressing func-
tions from our Chromebooks.

same row scrambling functions described by Tatar et al. [49],
where bit 3 is XORed onto bits 2 and 1 in the row index. We il-
lustrate the full DRAM addressing and indexing functions for
the Chromebooks in Figure 3. With the device-specific func-
tions, we map physical addresses to banks and row indices
and, thus, test the Half-Double patterns from Section 4.1.

5.1.2 Evaluation of the Quad pattern

We test the Quad pattern with two strategies to reach DRAM:
uncacheable memory [52] and memory flushing [31]. For
uncacheable memory, we mark the far aggressors, the near
aggressors, and the victim as uncacheable, allowing more
hammering attempts within one refresh interval. The memory
flushing approach is much slower, relying on the architecture’s
flush instruction to flush the far aggressors from the cache.

For our evaluation, we allocate a large chunk of memory
and use the Linux pagemap interface [32] to extract physical
addresses. We analyze the physical addresses of the chunk
and group the virtual addresses corresponding to their banks.
Afterwards, we search for addresses from the same bank map-
ping to a consecutive range of rows representing the Quad
pattern, i.e., we find rows RA−2 to RA+2, cf. Figure 2.

Modern memory controllers scramble data by XORing a
mask onto the row’s data. Cojocar et al. [11] showed that
the data mask is the same across all rows. We empirically
observed the data scrambling and, correspondingly, set all
bytes of the far aggressor and near aggressor rows to 0x55
and fill the bytes of the victim row with 0xaa. We found that
this maximizes the number of bit flips we see in the Quad
pattern attack across the tested devices.

The hammering runs in a tight loop accessing the far ag-
gressors. We run the Quad pattern for 20 000 000 iterations
and check the victim row for bit flips. Table 1 shows the re-
sults of both approaches. The Chromebook2 shows 36 times
more flips than the identical Chromebook1. The OnePlus 5T
shows similar flip tendencies as the Chromebook1. With un-
cacheable memory, we can induce 10 to 20 times more bit
flips on the Chromebooks. However, the OnePlus 5T does not
show a huge increase when using uncachable memory. We
also observe more flips from 1 to 0, similar to Kim et al. [31].
However, we conclude that an attack is possible in either case,
albeit faster if uncacheable memory is available.

Table 1: Performance of the Quad pattern with uncacheable
memory and flush instruction on affected LPDDR4x systems.

System NHammers UC0→1 UC1→0 Flush0→1 Flush1→0

Chromebook1 23 274 27 40 2 5
Chromebook2 23 586 235 2379 12 101
OnePlus 5T 25 687 2 30 1 24
Pixel 3 32 921 11 5 0 0
HTC U11 21 840 - - 3 17

Key Insight: Half-Double is capable of producing bit flips
on TRR-protected memory.

To compare the Half-Double effect with current state-of-
the-art multi-sided Rowhammer patterns, we performed three
experiments using TRRespass [15] with up to 20 aggres-
sors on our most susceptible commercial system, i.e., the
Chromebook2. First, we ported the publicly available TR-
Respass tool to ARM, including row scrambling and un-
cacheable memory support to search for bit flips. Second,
we implemented the patterns in our hammering tool for cross-
validation. We evaluated hammering uncachable memory
with the Quad pattern with one of a 12 aggressor multi-sided
pattern under the same conditions. We did not observe any
bit flips with multi-sided patterns, whereas the Quad pattern
induced 956 flips over the same time frame. This experiment
concludes that there are commodity devices that are affected
by Half-Double but not (or less) by other state-of-the-art pat-
terns. Section 7 provides further discussion of Half-Double
and multi-sided Rowhammer.

5.2 Determining the Role of TRR
With the experiments on the commodity systems, we cannot
rule out that the observed flips are distance-1 flips induced
solely by TRR (or other row refreshes), or that they are actu-
ally distance-2 bit flips induced by far aggressor hammering.
In line with prior work [54], we observe a small number of
distance-2 bit flips, too infrequent to explain Half-Double (cf.
Section 5.3). Furthermore, Helm et al. [21] found complex
addressing functions that change depending on the actual
physical location. To exclude this possible source of error, we
use a commercial SoC platform with LPDDR4x memory to
measure the influence of refreshes, e.g., those from TRR.

We obtained precise but confidential information from the
vendor on the relationship between the actual physical row
location inside a bank and the physical address on this SoC
platform. For this system, we can switch memory refreshes
off and on. However, this switch disables not only the TRR
refreshes but also refreshes issued by the memory controller
to conform to the refresh interval (e.g., 64 ms) or by pTRR.
Completely disabling refreshes renders the system unusable,
as DRAM cells lose charge and corrupt data after a short
period. To still be able to run actual software, we build a duty
cycle mechanism alternating between enabled and disabled
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Figure 4: Number of observed bit flips in the victim over the
dilution parameter for the single-sided case.

refreshes, we denote as dance (i.e., dancing between refresh
on and off). In these dance experiments, we enable refreshes
for 25 % of the time, i.e., 64 ms enabled and 192 ms disabled.

The dance experiments allow limiting the number of re-
freshes temporarily and, therefore, observe the correlation
between refreshes and the number of bit flips. While refreshes
are disabled, they cannot unintentionally assist our Half-Doub-
le patterns, i.e., no interfering TRR refreshes. While the win-
dow where refreshes are disabled is longer than the standard
refresh period (e.g., 64 ms), it is short enough to avoid insta-
bilities. We expect a reduction of the number of bit flips with
a decreasing number of refreshes if our hypothesis H holds,
i.e., the TRR refreshes assist the Half-Double effect.

To show that TRR refreshes assist the observed bit flips
from Section 5.1, we run the following experiment: We de-
sign three pattern categories to demonstrate the Half-Double
effect: the first to show that the effect is not explained by
distance-2 hammering, the second to show that simulated
TRR refreshes trigger the effect as well, and the third to show
that only the simulated TRR refreshes alone do not trigger
the effect. The patterns used to verify the hypothesis are con-
structed around the victim row. These observations show that
only the combination of the TRR refreshes (or other accesses)
to the near aggressors combined with our accesses to the far
aggressors trigger the Half-Double effect, confirming our hy-
pothesis H. For our experiment we use a victim row that was
reliably susceptible to Rowhammer attacks, i.e., we usually
were able to induce three bit flips with the Weighted pattern.

The first category verifies that the observed bit flips are
not caused solely by distance-2 hammering. The single-sided
Pattern S1 accesses far aggressor (F+) and a decoy (D).

(F+ →D)∞ (S1)

The double-sided Pattern D1 replaces this decoy with an ac-
cess to the lower far aggressor (F−).

(F+ → F−)∞ (D1)

While with TRR, we observed a significant number of bit flips,
in our experiments, both patterns do not show any consider-
able number of bit flips with TRR refreshes disabled. The
number of bit flips observed is far too low to visualize them
or to explain the Half-Double effect by distance-2 Rowham-
mer bit flips (as we detail further in Section 5.3). Hence, this
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Figure 5: Number of observed bit flips in the victim over the
dilution parameter for the double-sided case.

indicates that TRR refreshes contribute to the Half-Double
effect, in support of our hypothesis H.

The second category of patterns extend the Half-Double
patterns with simulated TRR refreshes to the near aggressors
while TRR is disabled. Patterns S1 and D1 are repeated β

times before simulated TRR accesses to the near aggressors
are performed. The single-sided Pattern S2 simulates TRR by
accessing the near aggressor (N+).

((F+ →D)β
→N+)∞ (S2)

The double-sided Pattern D2 simulates TRR by accessing
both near aggressors (N+, N−).

((F+ → F−)β
→N+ →N−)∞ (D2)

The parameter β is a dilution parameter allowing us to vary
how many simulated TRR refreshes are performed, i.e., we
perform accesses to the near aggressors after a certain amount
of accesses to the far aggressors.

For a low dilution parameter (i.e., very high number of ac-
cesses to the near aggressors), these patterns behave like a
traditional single-sided or double-sided Rowhammer attack
without TRR protection, i.e., inducing many bit flips. We
confirmed this empirically, shown in Figure 4 for the singled-
sided Pattern S2 and in Figure 5 for the double-sided Pat-
tern D2. We see a correlation between the dilution parameter
β and the number of bit flips, i.e., fewer simulated refreshes
lead to fewer bit flips. An alternative representation is also
provided in Appendix B. From these observations, we con-
clude that accesses to the near aggressor contribute to the
observed bit flips, supporting our hypothesis H. However, we
also need to test the null hypothesis, as we do in the following.

For this purpose, the third pattern category implements
placebo patterns to verify that the bit flips in the second pattern
category are not caused solely by the accesses to the near
aggressors (i.e., the null hypothesis). The patterns access
decoys to keep the overall accesses rate to near aggressors
the same as Patterns S2 and D2 for a given dilution. Thus, the
single-sided Pattern S3 accesses one near aggressor (N+).

((D1 →D2)β
→N+)∞ (S3)

The double-sided Pattern D3 accesses both (N+, N−).

((D1 →D2)β
→N+ →N−)∞ (D3)
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Table 2: Number of bit flips observed in our FPGA setup (rows with bit flips in parentheses). The hammer duration determines
the number of accesses (hammer count). The hammer duration has a stronger influence on the number of bit flips and affected
rows than the dilution factor. Even a dilution factor of 3712, within one 64 ms refresh interval fits 950 272 accesses, 256 of which
to the near aggressors simulating TRR (cf. Section 3), still induces bit flips in all 32 rows. Thus, only 256 accesses to the near
aggressors combined with 950 016 accesses to the far aggressors are sufficient to attack any row.

Accesses 296 960 356 352 415 744 475 136 534 528 593 920 653 312 712 704 772 096 831 488 890 880 950 272
Duration 20 ms 24 ms 28 ms 32 ms 36 ms 40 ms 44 ms 48 ms 52 ms 56 ms 60 ms 64 ms

D
ilu

tio
n

Fa
ct

or

58 1 (1) 3 (3) 5 (5) 6 (6) 15 (12) 26 (19) 35 (20) 44 (23) 57 (28) 83 (30) 115 (32) 173 (32)
116 1 (1) 3 (3) 4 (4) 6 (6) 14 (11) 24 (19) 32 (20) 40 (22) 51 (27) 73 (30) 117 (32) 152 (32)
232 1 (1) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 12 (10) 24 (19) 31 (20) 39 (21) 51 (27) 68 (30) 112 (32) 149 (32)
464 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 5 (5) 11 (8) 24 (18) 32 (20) 39 (21) 49 (26) 70 (30) 109 (32) 148 (32)
928 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 5 (5) 11 (8) 25 (18) 32 (20) 39 (21) 49 (25) 70 (29) 108 (32) 146 (32)

1856 0 (0) 2 (2) 3 (3) 5 (5) 11 (8) 22 (17) 32 (20) 37 (21) 49 (25) 66 (29) 110 (32) 140 (32)
3712 0 (0) 2 (2) 3 (3) 5 (5) 10 (7) 22 (16) 30 (20) 37 (21) 49 (25) 64 (27) 99 (31) 139 (32)
7424 0 (0) 2 (2) 3 (3) 5 (5) 8 (6) 18 (15) 29 (19) 36 (20) 48 (25) 66 (27) 92 (31) 128 (31)

14 848 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (2) 4 (4) 7 (6) 15 (12) 22 (15) 32 (19) 40 (22) 58 (27) 80 (30) 109 (30)
29 696 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (2) 2 (2) 3 (3) 8 (7) 11 (9) 19 (14) 28 (18) 41 (25) 57 (27) 82 (29)

Table 3: The modules used in the FPGA analysis. M1 is not
affected by Half-Double, M3 is affected within default refresh
windows (64 ms), M2 is affected with longer windows.

Module Freq. Size Ranks Banks Pins Half-Double

M1 2666 4 GB 1 8 x16 7
M2 3200 4 GB 1 8 x16 3(>64 ms)
M3 3200 8 GB 1 8 x16 3

When varying the dilution parameter, we observe a point at
which the second category of patterns still produce bit flips in
the victim, whereas the third category no longer does. More
concretely, Pattern S3 shows a decrease in the bit flips before
Pattern S2. We observe the same effect also for the double-
sided case where the number of bit flips with Pattern D3 drops
at a lower dilution parameter than the number of bit flips with
Pattern D2. Since we only access decoys Di, unrelated to the
victim row V , this drop is explained by the missing accesses
to the far aggressors F , supporting our hypothesis H. We
conclude that the additional accesses of the TRR inhibitor
assist the hammering of the victim for the Half-Double effect.

Key Insight: TRR refreshes assist Half-Double but are
not the root cause. They alone induce no bit flips in the
victim.

5.3 Noise-free FPGA Experiments
To confirm our results without noise, we use the ZCU104
FPGA platform5 where we have full control over all refreshes
and memory accesses and no requirements on data retainment
for stability. In contrast to Section 5.2, we can disable all
refreshes on the FPGA-based platform because the platform
itself does not store any data in the DIMM, i.e., the FPGA
does not use the DIMM as system memory.

5https://github.com/antmicro/litex-rowhammer-tester

We analyzed three off-the-shelf DDR4 DIMMs listed in Ta-
ble 3 and found that M1 is not susceptible to the Half-Double
effect. While the other two are affected, we could only demon-
strate bit flips with the default refresh interval of 64 ms on
M3, whereas M2 required a doubled refresh interval (128 ms).
Therefore, for our analysis, we focused on M3, the DIMM
susceptible to Half-Double by default. For our experiments,
we use the same patterns as in Section 5.2 and confirm our
results in this highly controlled and noise-free setup.

((F+ → F−)β
→N+ →N−)∞ (D2)

With Pattern D2, we hammer 32 rows individually and vary
both dilution parameter β and total hammer duration (i.e.,
hammer count, number of accesses) in this experiment. Fur-
thermore, we vary the hammer duration from 20 ms to 64 ms
with a step size of 4 ms. In contrast to the dilution parame-
ter, we introduce the dilution factor d f . This factor slightly
changes the representation of β. The relation between the
dilution factor and the dilution parameter for Pattern D2 is
d f = β+1. A dilution factor of 58 refers to 1 distance-1 ham-
mer in every 58 hammers. Therefore, we can compute the
accesses to the near aggressors directly by dividing the total
hammers by the dilution factor. The dilution factor is varied
from 58 to 29 696 by doubling it in each step.

Table 2 shows the results of this experiment and we can
observe two effects, as expected: First, the number of bit
flips increases with the hammer duration. We can induce
bit flips in all 32 rows within one default refresh interval
(64 ms) regardless of the tested dilution factor. Second, the
number of bit flips decreases with a higher dilution. However,
the decrease in bit flips is much flatter than for the hammer
duration. Even with the highest tested dilution, we induce flips
into 29 out of 32 rows within one default refresh interval.

To underline that the Half-Double effect is a different phe-
nomenon than distance-1 and distance-2 Rowhammer effects,
we test two more patterns on the FPGA system and compare
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Table 4: Distance-1 double-sided hammering (N+ →N−)∞
and the observed bit flips per cell and row.

Hammers Time (ms) Cells Rows

18 000 1.212 2 1
24 000 1.616 23 18
30 000 2.020 136 31
36 000 2.425 495 32
42 000 2.829 1395 32
48 000 3.233 2870 32
54 000 3.637 5099 32
60 000 4.041 7749 32

them with the results obtained in the previous experiment. We
use distance-1 double-sided Rowhammer (N+ →N−)∞ and
the distance-2 variant (F+ → F−)∞. We again hammer 32
rows and measure the observed flips on a cell and row basis.

Table 4 shows the results of distance-1 double-sided ham-
mering, where the number of hammers required to induce
flips into all 32 rows is only 36 000. This is 25 times smaller
than with Half-Double, indicating that Half-Double is not
just distance-1 Rowhammer. However, 36 000 accesses are
also much higher than what a TRR implementation could
perform within the standard 64 ms refresh interval. Even at a
low dilution factor like 58, this would require about 2 088 000
accesses within one refresh interval, i.e., about twice as many
accesses than fit in the standard refresh interval.

Table 5 shows distance-2 double-sided hammering and we
observe that we need 4 000 000 hammer accesses to obtain a
single distance-2 bit flip, i.e., four times more accesses than
fit within a 64 ms refresh interval. Hence, Half-Double can
also not be explained with distance-2 bit flips.

In line with Section 5.2, this again shows thatH holds. With
our results from Table 2, we can model when the Half-Doub-
le effect occurs. With a dilution factor of 3712 and 950 272
hammers, the total number of accesses to the near aggressors
is 256. Therefore, only 256 accesses to the near aggressors,
combined with 950 016 accesses to the far aggressors are
sufficient to induce flips in each of the 32 rows. However, if
we compare these numbers with the equivalent accesses in the
distance-1 and distance-2 experiments, we are far below the
required accesses to see even a single bit flip in both cases.

Key Insight: Both distance-1 Rowhammer and distance-2
Rowhammer effects would require more accesses than fit
inside the standard 64 ms refresh interval if they would
induce the Half-Double effect. Hence, we conclude that
H is the most plausible explanation of Half-Double.

6 Half-Double Attack Exploit

In this section, we demonstrate the real-world attack capabili-
ties of the Half-Double Attack. The attack is split into multiple
phases, each tackling one of the challenges (see Section 4.2)

Table 5: Distance-2 double-sided hammering (F+ → F−)∞
and the observed bit flips per cell and row.

Hammers Time (ms) Cells Rows

4 000 000 270 1 1
5 000 000 336 1 1
6 000 000 404 2 2
7 000 000 472 2 2
8 000 000 538 3 3
9 000 000 606 2 2

10 000 000 674 3 3

to finally gain complete control over the system from within
an untrusted executable. Our attack aims to induce a bit flip
in the physical page-frame number of a PTE. If the corrupted
page-frame number points to attacker-controlled data instead
of the original page table, the adversary can forge additional
page table entries. This grants the adversary arbitrary read
and write access to the entire system memory.
Threat Model. We assume that the victim runs an untrusted
executable or Android APP on either an ARM or x86 based
system for our attack. Our attack does not exploit any soft-
ware vulnerabilities in the OS or other running programs but
only uses side-channel information and the provided inter-
faces by the OS. Furthermore, we assume that the LPDDR4x
DRAM used on the system is both ECC- and TRR-protected.
However, our attack does not rely on the exhaustion of TRR re-
sources like previous Rowhammer attacks targeting TRR [15].
We evaluate the challenges on the Chromebooks, the OnePlus
5T and a Lenovo T490s to show the applicability across mul-
tiple architectures and operating systems (see Appendix A).
From Virtual Memory Accesses to Half-Double Patterns.
In the first step of our exploit, we map virtual addresses to
actual physical row locations inside the DRAM banks, a build-
ing block to hammer with the Half-Double patterns. While
we can use the Quad pattern and the Weighted pattern, we
focus on the Quad pattern in our exploit as it induces bit flips
faster. For the Quad pattern, we need to control at least five
adjacent rows where the middle row is unmapped and used
by the victim process. With DRAM addressing functions (cf.
Section 5.1.1 and Figure 3), we can determine the physical
location inside a bank and row. However, the required phys-
ical address information is not available to the unprivileged
executable. We solve this challenge (C1) in Section 6.1.
Inducing Bit Flips. In the second step, we need to place
potential bit flip targets at the right memory locations. Tem-
plated bit flips are very likely not reproducible during the
actual attack, as the data in the victim rows differs between
templating and attack phase, and the integrated ECC mecha-
nisms of the DRAM depend on the actual data stored in the
victim row. Consequently, bit flips during templating may
not occur when attempting to fault the targeted data during
the attack. Therefore, in Section 6.2, we present two new
ways to solve C2. The first technique uses an alternative tem-
plating process that is ECC-aware. The second technique,
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Table 6: Page distance patterns on the Chromebooks. Each
pattern has one unique page distance highlighted in yellow.

P d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 d10 d11 d12 d13 d14 d15 d16 . . .

P0 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 1 . . .
P1 8 7 8 11 8 7 8 11 8 7 8 11 8 7 8 3 . . .
P2 8 9 8 5 8 9 8 13 8 9 8 5 8 9 8 5 . . .
P3 8 7 8 7 8 7 8 15 8 7 8 7 8 7 8 7 . . .

called Blind-Hammering, is a versatile alternative to templat-
ing. However, verifying whether exploitable bit flips occurred
becomes its own challenge then as we outline below.
Placing Exploitable Data. In the third step, we fill the sys-
tem’s memory with PTEs. However, due to address space lim-
itations modern ARM-based devices enable for performance
reasons, we cannot use the same spraying techniques as prior
Rowhammer attacks. In Section 6.3, we solve this challenge
C3 by spawning child processes to increase the number of
page tables in memory via multiple address spaces.
Bit-Flip Verification. We cannot directly access the ham-
mered victim rows. Attempting to access a corrupted mapping
is also fatal, as the Linux kernel detects corrupted PTEs upon
faults and terminates the corresponding user-space process. In
Section 6.4, we solve C4 and use a Spectre attack to prevent
irrecoverable crashes of our attacking app.

Combining all steps, we obtain a full end-to-end exploit
with read and write access to the entire system’s memory.

6.1 C1: Memory Allocation

To use the Half-Double patterns, the adversary needs access
to at least 5 adjacent rows within the same bank. We present
three distinct approaches to solve this challenge. Either via
huge pages, using unique bank access patterns if the DRAM
addressing functions are known, or by using the structure of
unknown xor-based DRAM addressing functions
Via Huge Pages. The Chrome OS running on the Chrome-
books as well as the Ubuntu running on the T490s has trans-
parent huge pages activated. For 2 MB huge pages, the lowest
21 bits of virtual and physical address are the same. This
covers all bits we need to find adjacent rows across the test
systems, effectively solving this challenge (cf. Figure 3).
Via DRAM Addressing Functions. Disabling huge pages
mitigates the aforementioned approach. Unfortunately, Half-
Double requires specific row index information going beyond
contiguency information from prior work [14, 34, 47]. How-
ever, we can combine information on DRAM addressing func-
tions (cf. Figure 3) and the buddy allocator [17] used in Linux
and Chrome OS to detect contiguous memory blocks and re-
construct the additional physical address bits we require.

When dealing with a contiguous range of physical memory,
the pages of the memory range are distributed over multiple
banks due to the DRAM addressing functions. We now select
only pages of a given bank and iterate over all the allocated
pages to analyze the page distances. The page distance is

Table 7: Reconstruction of physical address bits via unique
page distances.

Page From To

Distance b18 b17 b16 b15 b14 b13 b12 b18 b17 b16 b15 b14 b13 b12

1 B 1 1 1 1 1 1 B̄ 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 B 1 1 1 1 1 0 B̄ 0 0 0 0 0 1
13 B 1 1 1 0 0 1 B̄ 0 0 0 1 1 0
15 B 1 1 1 0 0 0 B̄ 0 0 0 1 1 1

the distance between two pages in the same bank. If we fix
the bank and analyze the allocated memory, we observe that
the page distances on the Chromebooks follow one of four
patterns. Table 6 shows these four page distance patterns. The
patterns have a period of 16, and each pattern has one unique
page distance, which is highlighted in yellow. We only find
four patterns since we can skip bit 8 of the DRAM addressing
functions, as we always control it with the virtual address,
leaving only eight remaining banks. However, we only ob-
serve four patterns as two banks share the same pattern.

All four page distance patterns have one unique distance
per period (1,3,13, or 15). This unique value allows us to re-
construct the physical address bits 12 to 17, since the DRAM
addressing functions start at bit 12 (cf. Figure 3). If we ad-
vance the unique page distance in pages (4 kB) in the physical
memory, the underlying address bits 12 to 17 of the physical
address change. However, due to the page distance analysis
with the timing side channel [34, 47], we know that the page
advanced by the unique page distance falls into the same
bank. Therefore, changing the address bits did not influence
the outcome of the bank from the DRAM addressing func-
tions. This can only be the case once for each bank. Due to the
unique page distance, we know that we fall into one of two
banks, and therefore, this analysis only leaves bit 18 unknown.
Table 7 shows the reconstructed physical address bits for each
unique page distance value, depending on bit 18. This 50 %
probability acts as a corresponding slow down for the attack.
Via DRAM Addressing Structure. We generalize the
previous approach by formulating the general structure of
xor-based DRAM addressing functions in the Z3 theorem
prover [12]. Schwarz et al. [47] use a similar solver to re-
cover physical address parts from known DRAM addressing
functions and Kwong et al. [34] use a solver to recover bank
information from contiguous memory. We in contrast retrieve
contiguous memory information via bank access patterns
without knowing the DRAM addressing functions.

In the exploit, we record the bank access pattern when iter-
ating over each page of a virtual address range and determine
the corresponding bank affinity via the row-conflict timing
side channel [42]. The solver uses the pattern and the underly-
ing structure of the xor-based DRAM addressing functions to
implement the following question: Can this bank access pat-
tern be generated via a xor-based addressing function when
walking over contiguous physical memory? If the constraints
are unsatisfiable, the underlying memory range is not contigu-
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Figure 6: Error correction of 8 memory cells with ECC (from
c7 to c0). We effectively never see single bit flips.

ous or, the addressing functions are not xor-based. However,
if the constraints are satisfiable, the solver found addressing
functions and a physical start offset that generate this access
pattern. The constraints are detailed in Appendix C. We re-
strict the bits of the xor masks to only cover physical address
bits 12 to 20, as the page offset controls bits below 12, and
bits above 20 are not needed to find adjacent rows.
Evaluation. The memory scan takes less than 10 seconds
with 2 MB pages and less than 3 minutes using the page
distance, i.e., 19.05 MBs−1 (n=10, σx̄=0.002) on Chrome-
book1, 13.03 MBs−1 (n=10, σx̄=0.003) on Chromebook2,
18.39 MBs−1 (n=10, σx̄=0.006) on the OnePlus 5T and
46.55 MBs−1 (n=10, σx̄=0.455) on the T490s.

Finally, we evaluated the correctness of the solver by gen-
erating physical address ranges of 512 pages consisting of
uniformly generated contiguous memory blocks of up to 128
pages. This memory range is transformed via a DRAM ad-
dressing functions into a bank access pattern, where we addi-
tionally scrambled the bank index. We vary the pattern length
that the solver receives as input and slide the solver over the
whole memory range and compute the F-score metric. The
solver achieves an average F-score of 0.97 with a bank ac-
cess pattern length of 64 samples and an average scanning
speed of 1.079 MBs−1. Further details on performance and
correctness of the functions are provided in Appendix C.

6.2 C2: Alternative to Memory Templating
Due to semiconductor production variances, some cells are
more susceptible to Rowhammer than others [54]. Because
of that, most Rowhammer bit flips are reproducible, and their
direction (0 → 1 or 1 → 0) is fixed [31] as well. The affected
systems (cf. Table 1) use LPDDR4x DRAM with ECC with
a typical single-error-correction code6. We empirically veri-
fied this with our observation that we see no single, but only
double bit flips. The reason is that the ECC memory requires
at least two bit flips to show an effect within a code word.
Otherwise, the bit flip is corrected and not exploitable. Fig-
ure 6 visualizes this effect with 8 data bits (parity bits are
not shown). Therefore, we propose two techniques for the

6We have not seen any freezes due to error detection, indicating that it is
only single-error correction with no support for double-error detection.

F−N−VN+F+

F−N−VN+F+F−N−VN+F+

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Figure 7: The zebra pattern used for Blind-Hammering. No-
tice how the near aggressors and far aggressors change de-
pending on the victim row.

Half-Double Attack to work around this data dependency, an
improved templating technique for ECC memory, and Blind-
Hammering, which does not require any bit flip templating.

ECC-aware Templating. Classic memory templating fills
the aggressor rows with a specific byte value and fills the
victim row with the inverse of this value. During our exper-
iments, we find many weak cells when filling the aggressor
rows with 0x55 and the victim row with 0xaa. However,
when moving to the next stage of the exploit where the vic-
tim row is filled with PTEs, we initially no longer observed
any flips. The reason for this is the one outlined before and
illustrated in Figure 6: Bit flips on ECC memory depend on
the data that is stored in the cells [34]. Therefore, we need to
adapt the templating phase to incorporate a presumed struc-
ture of the data we target, i.e., fake PTEs when targeting
page-frame numbers. Hence, during templating, we fill the
victim rows with fake PTEs where the page-frame number
is filled as in the regular templating approach, e.g., we fill
the aggressor rows with 0x55555555555555 and victim rows
with 0x68000AAAAAAFD3. We keep track of all addresses that
produce flips at the offset of the page-frame number field
during the evaluation. Afterwards, we use these addresses to
induce bit flips in a target page placed in the victim row.

Blind-Hammering. The disadvantage of ECC-templating is
that it requires precise knowledge of the target data. Blind-
Hammering generalizes our attack further and makes no as-
sumptions about the target data in the victim row. Instead, it
circumvents the ECC data dependency problem by not de-
pending on the repeatability of the bit flips over changing
victim data. Blind-Hammering skips the templating phase
and hammers as many rows as possible with real page ta-
bles in potential victim rows. Blind-Hammering creates a
zebra pattern (cf. Figure 7) by mapping contiguous memory
(cf. Section 6.1) and then unmapping parts of the allocated
memory to make room for the victim rows shown in blue. In
essence, it performs the templating directly on the inaccessi-
ble victim rows and using the victim’s own data for the attack.
Consequently, the trade-off for Blind-Hammering is similar
as for the templating phase. While Blind-Hammering enables
targeting ECC memory, it has a clear drawback: The attacker
cannot simply read the data anymore to check whether a bit
has flipped. We elaborate this problem further in Section 6.3,
motivating challenge C4 that we then solve in Section 6.4,
i.e., the need to verify that a bit has flipped in an exploitable
way without crashing the attacker process.
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Evaluation. We evaluate Blind-Hammering on Chrome-
book2 and observed 30 exploitable bit flips (13 flips 0 → 1,
17 flips 1 → 0) within 11.6 h. This gives us an average of
2.59 exploitable flips per hour, or 23.2 minutes on average to
produce an exploitable flip. We used the ratio of overall bit
flips to exploitable bit flips of the Chromebook2, to estimate
the exploitation time on our other devices. On the OnePlus
5T it takes approximately 6.4 h, on the HTC U11 4.0 h and
on the Chromebook1 4.2 h, to flip an exploitable bit in a PTE.

6.3 C3: Memory Preparation (Spraying)
In this section, we fill the memory of the target systems with
our attack targets, the PTEs. Modern ARM-based platforms,
i.e., mobile platforms, can reduce the levels of page tables
from the default of 4 page-table levels to only 3 page-table
levels to optimize the performance of page walks (on TLB
misses). However, this also decimates the available virtual
address space for every process by a factor of 512. Since
the affected devices (cf. Table 1) use this approach, we only
have a virtual address space of 512 GB available. While this
is still much more than the amount of physical memory the
device has, it severely limits the practicality of page-table
spraying using file mappings. Previous work has used file
mappings and other memory mappings to fill memory with
page tables [19, 44, 48, 51]. However, with only 512 GB of
virtual address space available, we can only create mappings
requiring less than 262 144 page tables, i.e., taking up 1 GB of
memory. Thus, we can only occupy, e.g., 25 % of the available
4 GB on the Chromebooks. This increases the attack duration
by a factor of more than 8 (since not all pages can be mapped).

To bypass this aggravating effect, we propose a new tech-
nique called Child Spray. Instead of spraying only our own
virtual memory with mappings to allocate page tables, Child
Spray spawns child processes that share memory with the par-
ent process. The shared memory is only once in the physical
memory, but each process has its own page-table hierarchy,
effectively spraying the physical memory with page tables.
The only disadvantage of Child Spray is that a hammered
PTE can point to a page table of a child process, leading to
extra engineering steps for successful exploitation.

With this spraying approach and Blind-Hammering, bit flips
can now occur in any page table any time, as we don’t know
which cells are vulnerable and where page tables are. We
can check page tables periodically for changes by checking
whether the shared memory mapping still has its expected
content. However, as Blind-Hammering bit flips in page tables
are, in contrast to templated bit flips, not predictable, PTEs
often become invalid. Consequently, we need a method to test
whether a bit flip in a page table occurred without crashing
the attacker process. We solve this challenge in the following.
Evaluation. The Child Spray runs with two child
processes at 79.39 MBs−1 (n=10, σx̄=0.24) on Chrome-
book1, 54.09 MBs−1 (n=10, σx̄=1.437) on Chromebook2,

1 if (misprediction)
2 access(probe + (pointer[0] & 1) + ... + (pointer[4] & 1));
3 if (flush_reload(probe) == CACHE_HIT)
4 // Report valid address

Listing 1: Example code for our Speculative Oracle. The
attacker learns whether pointer[0] till pointer[4] are ac-
cessible memory locations or would raise a CPU fault. If a
fault is detected, the attacker probes each address individually.

25.42 MBs−1 (n=10, σx̄=0.346) on the OnePlus 5T, and
99.88 MBs−1 (n=10, σx̄=0.456) on the Lenovo T490s. Thus,
the memory is filled with page tables within less than 1 minute
on average. The Child Spray on the T490s is not required as
the system supports 4 page table levels.

6.4 C4: Robust Bit-Flip Verification
With Blind-Hammering we cannot verify the success of a bit
flip. Reading the corrupted data (as templating does) is not
possible as it is not in our process. Accessing potentially re-
mapped memory often crashes the attacker’s process due to
corrupted PTEs (e.g., mapped to an invalid physical memory
region, or setting of a reserved bit), as the OS detects this
corruption upon a faulting access. Consequently, we develop
a new technique, combining the Half-Double Rowhammer
attack with a Spectre [33] side-channel mechanism allowing
us to safely determine whether an address can be accessed or
whether accessing it would crash the attacker’s process. With
the Speculative Oracle, we can check whether a mapping is
corrupted or not without triggering the OS’s own detection.

6.4.1 Speculative Oracle

If the physical page-frame number points to an illegal mem-
ory location, a read or write to it raises a CPU fault, e.g., a
Data Abort [2]. As CPU faults cannot succeed during specu-
lative execution on systems that are not susceptible to Melt-
down [37], we can use speculative execution to determine
whether the bit flip corrupted the entry in a defective way
or, otherwise, in an exploitable way. This allows us to avoid
accesses that would make the OS terminate our attack process.

Our Speculative Oracle uses Spectre similar to Lipp et al.
[37] in the Meltdown attack for exception suppression on an
ARM-based mobile phone. Our Chromebooks use a Mediatek
MT8183 SoC with ARM cores that are not vulnerable to
Meltdown [3]. Thus, loads depending on the faulting load are
not user-visible executed on this ARM microarchitecture.

Our Speculative Oracle uses exception suppression by mis-
training branch predictors to execute the probing code tran-
siently [37], cf. Listing 1. We transiently load probe with an
offset based on pointer, which is the address to test. There
are two possible cases for the Speculative Oracle: pointer is
valid and, hence, its value forwarded to the probe load. Thus,
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Figure 8: The timing durations for the end-to-end exploit
executed on the Chromebook2. For Challenges C1 and C4
faster alternatives might be available (cf. Sections 6.1 and 6.4).
The overall runtime is bound by Challenge C2, i.e., the time
it takes to induce an exploitable bit flip. Afterwards it takes
on average halve C4 to find the bit flip.

probe is loaded into the cache. pointer is invalid and, hence,
the probe load is not executed and, thus, not loaded into the
cache. Using Flush+Reload [57], we determine whether probe
is cached or not and, thus, whether pointer is valid or not.

As our probing gadget runs in the transient domain, the
misspeculated branch may be corrected before the load is
issued or the branch may not be mispredicted at all. Thus,
probe may not be cached even when pointer is valid. Hence,
we repeat the Spectre attack several times to more likely see
a cache hit if pointer is valid. However, if pointer is invalid,
probe can never be loaded into the cache and, hence, we
infer pointer to be invalid with a high probability if we can
not observe a cache hit after a certain number of repetitions.
Additionally, we can probe multiple addresses at once by
chaining them as additional dependencies to the probe address
as shown in Listing 1. This significantly improves the runtime
by allowing to coarsely scan multiple address candidates at
once before probing the candidates separatetely.

Evaluation. We evaluate the success rate and runtime of our
Speculative Oracle. Since a cache hit on probe can only be
observed if the address under test is valid, our method has a
false negative rate (classifying an invalid address as valid) of
zero. Therefore, we can only misclassify a valid address as
invalid if we do not observe a cache hit within our repeated
trials of triggering the probe gadget.

We evaluated the success rate of the target address clas-
sification and the runtime for different numbers of Spectre
attacks. We probe 5 addresses at once where either all of
them are valid or one random one of them is invalid. We re-
peat the experiment 10 000 times, 5000 times for valid and
5000 times for invalid addresses. With a single probe try, we
already achieve a success rate of 99.01 % with an average run-
time of 0.008 ms (n=10 000, σx̄=0.002) on the Chromebook1.
Chromebook2 achieves 99.68 % success rate with two tries
and an average runtime of 0.025 ms (n=10 000, σx̄=0.006).
On the OnePlus 5T we achieve a success rate of 99.24 % with
three tries and a runtime of 0.034 ms (n=10 000, σx̄=0.011).
We also evaluated this technique on x86-based systems where
we used the RSB misprediction for performance reasons. The

Table 8: Overview of the challenges, their alternatives and
availability across multiple platforms.

Alternative Requirement Available on Prior Work

C1

Physical Address Access OS-enabled Linux-based Systems [48]
Huge Pages OS-enabled Linux-based Systems [13, 19]
Bank Differences Known Functions DDR-based Memory [34, 47]
Solver XOR-based Functions DDR-based Memory [34, 47]

C2
Templating no ECC Systems without ECC [8, 13, 15, 19, 44, 48, 51]
Blind-Hammering Half-Double affected see Tables 1 and 3 -
ECC-Aware Templating Half-Double affected see Tables 1 and 3 [11, 34]

C3 Spray Children fork ARM64, x86 -
Spray Page Tables 4 Page Table Levels ARM64, x86 [19, 44, 48, 51]

C4 vfork OS-enabled Linux-based Systems
Speculative Oracle Hardware ARM64, x86 -

Lenovo T490s achieves a success rate of 99.94 % with 20
tries and a runtime of 0.018 ms (n=10 000, σx̄=0.004).

Hence, since almost all addresses remain valid and without
bit flips, the verification with our Speculative Oracle con-
sumes 19.0 minutes of CPU time to scan 2 GB of PTEs for
bit flips. However, this scan can run on a second core in the
background during Blind-Hammering (see Figure 8).
Architectural Alternative. As an alternative to the Specu-
lative Oracle, we propose an architectural approach, namely
using the vfork system call. vfork creates, similarly to fork,
an exact copy of the calling process with the only difference
that the page tables are not copied. Its primary purpose is
to provide a faster version of fork for child processes that
immediately execute another process via exec. Our vfork
oracle creates a child process that scans 2 GB of PTEs for
bit flips. The child process gets killed by the kernel if the
page translation is corrupted and returns cleanly otherwise.
By checking how the child process died, we know whether
the address range is safe to access. If the child process was
killed we use shared memory to communicate the last address
accessed to the parent process. This minimizes the number of
vfork invocations down to one per corrupted PTE.
Evaluation. The vfork alternative scans 19.45 GBs−1

(n=10, σx̄=0.039) on the Chromebook2, 256.47 GBs−1 (n=10,
σx̄=3.971) on the T490s. The bandwidth numbers approach
nearly the maximum memory bandwidth of the systems.
Hence, with this approach the verification consumes merely
56 s of CPU time on the Chromebook2 and only 4.3 s on the
T490s to scan 2 GB of PTEs for bit flips. The disadvantage of
this approach is that it is trivial to mitigate by disabling our
specific use of vfork in the kernel, e.g., as on the OnePlus 5T
where the vfork instruction is aliased to fork. Nevertheless,
the speculative oracle is still available.

6.5 End-to-End Attack Evaluation

Figure 8 shows the combined runtimes of all attack steps,
with less than 5 minutes for contiguency (C1) and spraying
(C3). Blind-Hammering (C2) takes on average 23.2 minutes
on our Chromebook2 to find an exploitable bit flip. Fourth,
the Speculative Oracle (C4) runs in parallel to the Blind-
Hammering and consumes 22 minutes. After the bit flip, the
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exploit cleans up, scans physical memory, and sets up page
tables for convenient arbitrary read and write, in less than
3 minutes. Thus, the total runtime usually stays below 45
minutes but varies with the time until an exploitable bit flip
occurs. On our other devices the total exploitation time is
primarily determined by the time it takes to flip an exploitable
bit, as the other exploit steps are negligible fast in comparison
(cf. Section 6.2). Table 8 summarizes the challenges and the
requirements for the solutions to be applicable.

7 Discussion

Recently, TRRespass [15] has fuzzed hammering patterns and
showed that various TRR-protected DDR4 DIMMs are still
susceptible to Rowhammer. The generated many-sided (3- to
19-sided) patterns worked on 13 out of 42 modules tested.
The underlying effect they exploit is an optimization in TRR
implementations, where DRAM modules count accesses only
to a limited number of rows, which the attacker can exhaust.
TRR then loses track of the number of accesses to near ag-
gressor (distance-1) rows. Compared with the multi-sided
Rowhammer patterns from TRRespass [15] and Smash [13],
our Half-Double patterns do not rely on the depletion of TRR
resources. Instead, the patterns directly incorporate the TRR
refresh mechanism into the attack. Therefore, our patterns
even work where the TRR mechanism works perfectly for
detecting and mitigating distance-1 Rowhammer.
Applicability to other Systems (including x86). We eval-
uated all building blocks of the end-to-end attack on other
systems as well, in particular x86. Half-Double also exists
on TRR-protected DDR4 memory on x86 systems, Some
x86 processors, e.g., Xeon, use pTRR to introduce similar
accesses to near aggressors and, hence, could be used in the
Half-Double Attack attack. The contiguous memory detec-
tion is also applicable both on other Arm- and x86-based
system. Blind-Hammering also works on both x86 and Arm.
Spraying on x86 systems is easier as no child processes are
required and techniques from prior work still apply. We show
that the speculative oracle can either be adapted (e.g., using
Spectre-RSB instead of Spectre-PHT, or adapting thresholds)
to the specific system or be replaced by vfork which does
not depend on microarchitectural behavior.
Mitigations. To mitigate Half-Double we discuss a short-
term defense to protect the next generation of DRAM chips
and a more generic Rowhammer defense. First, we propose
(p)TRR±2, extending the existing victim-oriented refresh-
based mitigations also to include distance-2 aggressors. This
mitigation would minimize the hardware changes as only the
inhibitor of a TRR-based design needs to be adapted to re-
fresh additional rows. Furthermore, as the results from Table 2
suggest, a more sophisticated design would refresh distance-2
rows with a lower frequency than distance-1 rows. Second,
as DRAM cell density will further increase, we assume that
the influence of the Half-Double effect will rise, increasing

the need for a more generic Rowhammer protection. Sailesh-
war et al. [46] proposed to replace victim-oriented defenses
like TRR with an attacker-oriented defense. They propose to
swap attacker rows after a certain activation count is reached
with another row within the same bank using a permutation
layer. This mechanism statistically breaks the locality be-
tween aggressor and victim rows and makes it therefore highly
unlikely to continuously hammer the same victim.

To harden affected systems against our end-to-end exploit,
we propose to tackle the contiguous memory allocation, and
the bit flip verification (cf. Sections 6.1 and 6.4). If the un-
derlying system allocator ensures that the allocation never
returns continuous pages, the attacker has to resort to a brute
force approach to find the correct far aggressors to induce
Half-Double bit flips. Furthermore, the vfork system call can
be aliased to fork removing this gadget from the system.

8 Conclusion

We presented a new and unmitigated Rowhammer effect, Half-
Double. Half-Double induces errors in a victim by combining
a large number of accesses to a “far” aggressor (at distance
two) with just a handful (dozens) to a “near” aggressor (at dis-
tance one). This is problematic on DRAM with mitigative re-
freshing as a Rowhammer protection (e.g., “TRR”), as protec-
tions implicitly access the near aggressors and, thus, instead
of preventing Rowhammer assist Half-Double in inducing bit
flips. We evaluate Half-Double thoroughly and demonstrate
its practical relevance in an end-to-end Rowhammer attack.
To overcome the challenges for an end-to-end attack on re-
cent off-the-shelf devices, we used side-channel attacks, a
novel technique called Blind-Hammering, a novel page table
spraying technique, and a Spectre-based crash-resistant bit-
flip verification. Our end-to-end proof-of-concept attack, the
Half-Double Attack, gives an attacker arbitrary read and write
access to the entire memory on fully up-to-date systems, as
we showcase on Chromebooks with ECC- and TRR-protected
LPDDR4x memory, in only 45 minutes average runtime.
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Figure 9: Number of observed bit flips in the victim over the
fraction of accesses to the near aggressor (N+) in 1 million
accesses for the single-sided case.
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Figure 10: Number of observed bit flips in the victim over
the fraction of accesses to the near aggressors (N+, N−) in 1
million accesses for the double-sided case.

A Summary of the Evaluated Memory Parts

Table 9 provides a comprehensive list of all DDR4, LPDDR4
and LPDDR4x parts we obtained and evaluated in this paper.
First, we divide the parts into the DIMMs analyzed in Sec-
tion 5.3 via the ZCU104 FPGA platform. For these DIMMs
we have complete control over DRAM addressing and refresh
intervals to evaluate the performance of distance-1, distance-
2, and Half-Double-based hammering (cf. Tables 2, 4 and 5).
Second, we evaluate the mobile devices and the PC parts
in Section 5.1, where we first reverse engineer the DRAM
addressing functions [42] and use the Quad pattern for ham-
mering. Table 1 shows the resulting bit flips of the affected
devices. We observed overall 7 parts that are affected by Half-
Double. For the unaffected mobile and PC parts, we can only
speculate whether the underlying memory is Half-Double re-
sistant or whether unknown row scrambling prevented mount-
ing the Quad pattern. Hence, we cannot conclude that the
underlying memory is indeed unaffected from Half-Double.

B Alternative Representation for Bit Flips un-
der Simulated TRR

In this section, we present a different representation for Fig-
ure 4 and Figure 5. Instead of using the β parameter, we plot
the number of bit flips observed in the victim over the fraction
of near aggressor in 1 million accesses. Figure 9 shows this
data for the single-sided case (i.e., the same data as Figure 4).
Figure 10 shows this data for the double-sided case (i.e., the
same data as Figure 5),
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Table 9: All evaluated memory parts, including their production date, the underlying memory structure, and information of the
test system or operating system we evaluated them on. We indicate parts evidently affected by Half-Double.

Name Year-Week CPU / SoC RAM Size Manufacturer Test System / Operating System Half-Double

D
IM

M
s M1 2019-48 - DDR4 4 GB Confidential ZCU104 FPGA Platform 7

M2 2020-32 - DDR4 4 GB Confidential ZCU104 FPGA Platform 3
M3 2020-42 - DDR4 8 GB Confidential ZCU104 FPGA Platform 3

M
ob

ile
D

ev
ic

es

Chromebook1 2020-01 MT8183 LPDDR4x 4 GB Unknown Baseboard Kukui with Chrome OS Version 90.0.4430.218 3
Chromebook2 2020-01 MT8183 LPDDR4x 4 GB Unknown Baseboard Kukui with Chrome OS Version 90.0.4430.218 3
Pixel 3 2018-40 SDM845 LPDDR4x 4 GB Unknown Android 11 LineageOS 18.1 with Kernel Version 4.9 3
HTC U11 2017-18 MSM8998 LPDDR4x 4 GB Unknown Android 9 with Kernel Version 4.4 3
OnePlus 5T 2017-47 SDM835 LPDDR4x 6 GB Unknown Android 11 LineageOS 18.1 with Kernel Version 4.4 3
Samsung S9 (SM-G960F/DS) 2018-10 Exynos 9810 LPDDR4x 4 GB Unknown Android 10 with Kernel Version 4.9 7
Samsung S7 (SM-G935F) 2016-10 Exynos 8890 LPDDR4 4 GB Unknown Android 8 with Kernel Version 3.18 7

PC

Lenovo T490s 2019-13 Intel i5-8265U DDR4 16 GB Samsung Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS with Kernel Version 5.11 7
Minisforum TL50 MiniPC 2021-43 Intel i5-1135G7 LPDDR4 16 GB SK Hynix Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS with Kernel Version 5.13 7
Minisforum X35G MiniPC 2020-43 Intel i3-1005G1 LPDDR4 16 GB Micron Ubuntu 20.04.1 LTS with Kernel Version 5.4 7

C Contiguous Memory Solver

This section details the implementation of the solver and
additional performance and correctness analysis based on the
reconstructed DRAM addressing functions of the real devices.
Solver Implementation. The solver is implemented with
the Z3 theorem prover [12]. To detect continuous memory
regions, we first implement the structure of xor-based DRAM
addressing functions as constraints. The solver solves for N
xor masks we denote as Mi f or 0≤ i<N and the base address
of the contiguous physical range B. The general idea is to
increment the base B for each of the given input samples, i.e.,
the pages, as if the range would be contiguous, resulting in
unsatisfiable constraints if not. Each of the input samples xi
comes from precisely one set Xi, where xi is the current sam-
ple index. First, we define the function Fi(x) that computes
the i-th set bit for the x-th page in the physical memory range:

Fi(x) =⨁(Mi∧ (B+ x ⋅0x1000)) .

We denote ⨁(x) as operation xor-ing all bits of x and ∧ as
the bitwise and operation. Second, we define a set index as a
binary concatenation of each of the set’s bits:

S(x) = F0(x) ∥ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∥ FN−1(x).
For each of the pages contained in one set we enforce that the
set index is the same as of the first member of the set, i.e., the
first page of the set x0

i :

assert(S(xi) = S(x0
i ))∀xi ∈ Xi.

Finally, we restrict that all other page offset not contained in
one set must have a different set index:

assert(S(y) ≠ S(x0
i ))∀y ∉ Xi.

The underlying range can be generated via a xor-based
DRAM addressing function if these constraints are satisfied.
If unsatisfied, the memory region is not contiguous or the
addressing functions are not xor-based.
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Figure 11: F-Score of our solver-based contiguency detection
for different pattern lengths.

Evaluation. We verify the correctness of the solver by ran-
domly concatenating contiguous ranges with up to 128 pages
and converting these physical pages into bank access patterns
with real reverse-engineered DRAM addressing functions. In
the evaluation, we slide the solver over this generated pattern
and vary the number of input samples the solver receives. Fig-
ure 11 shows the resulting F-score metric for different DRAM
addressing functions and various pattern lengths. We observe
that the F-score increases with increasing pattern length. This
is as expected since the solver internally has more constraints
to rely on. We see that with a pattern length of 128 pages, the
solver achieves an F-score of > 0.99 for each pattern.
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